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The purpose of the thesis lies in exploring the new possibilities of the stilt building in 
dealing with two sustainability problems caused by urban development: the Lack of Public 
Greening in Prosperous, High-density Areas, and the Continuous Sprawl of Private 
Housing in Suburbs. 
 
As a functional building method with a long history, stilt building, or known as building with 
“The Pilotis,” regained its vitality in the 20th century with Le Corbusier. However, the 
common application mode of today’s stilt building has deviated from Corbusier's original 
intention, which was to provide sheltered outdoor green space for residents in the city. This 
is regrettable. As long as stilt building is used in the right way, its “own job” can bring new 
options for solving the two sustainability problems mentioned above. 
 
In the densely populated commercial and residential areas, to cope with the shortage of 
public green space, small-scale green spaces can be dispersed between leasing areas 
under buildings by “elevating the bottom floor,” a green “network” with strong accessibility 
can be constructed throughout the whole area to improve residents’ physical and mental 
health and the overall value of the region. Two simple schemes will demonstrate this idea. 
Also, in the field of private housing, through the combination with prefab building, modular 
stilt housing, this new building method will not only provide a choice that is low-cost, 
high-quality, and highly adaptable for households and developers but also can expand the 
courtyard area without losing space inside the house, which can alleviate the pressure of 
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Building on stilts is not a rare construction method. Since the distant past, stilt building has 
been one of the most important ways for human beings to seize the territory of existence 
from capricious nature. In the coastal areas of Europe and Oceania, and in the dense 
forests of Southeast Asia, for thousands of years stilt building has been used as a 
functional, regional architecture or a symbol of tradition and belief, and this did not change 
much until the 20th century. 
 
Nearly 100 years ago, Le Corbusier, a famous designer, gave stilt building a new vitality in 
his famous architectural concepts: “The Five Points,” the five elements of modern housing, 
and “The Radiant City,” the urban plan aimed at creating a happy life for modern citizens. 
Although his concepts were too idealistic and absolute to earn general recognition in 
society, Corbusier’s method “The Pilotis” has become one of the most representative 
elements of modern architecture, one employed by numerous cutting-edge designers. 
Today this element is common in major cities around the world — for example, in exhibition 
halls, outdoor passageways, parking lots, expansion areas of stores, or even just as a 
symbol of modernist style decoration. 
 
However, few people have noticed that Corbusier's intentions for this element have been 
ignored. He hoped to return the open bottom green space to residents as a way to solve 




high-density cities and their surrounding areas. Although Corbusier made some 
misjudgments, these social phenomena exist. They may have been nonexistent for people 
living in Corbusier's time, but with the development of society and economy and the 
gradual awakening of the concept of “sustainable development,” they have become more 
and more obvious and got more concern. This is a great opportunity for stilt building to pick 
up its “own job.” As an architecture being revived in response to these phenomena, stilt 
building will undoubtedly have a good effect as long as it is used properly. 
 
In many areas, especially in the high-density commercial and residential areas of busy 
cities, having a large enough and close enough outdoor green public space is important for 
residents and the city itself, but this is always difficult to achieve. However, by popularizing 
the concept of “elevating the bottom floor,” that is, spreading small-scale open green 
spaces among the rental areas of buildings’ ground floors and establishing a pedestrian 
connection without sacrificing economic value, these fragmentary spaces can form a huge 
green network, and people will be able to easily find a very close outdoor green space in 
which to rest, relax, and exercise. This will not only improve their physical and mental 
health but also enhance the overall value of the area. 
 
Stilt building's potential is not limited to this. In response to suburban sprawl, by integrating 
prefab building (buildings assembled as prefabrications off-site), especially its most 




the field of private housing. This new building form, modular stilt housing, transforms the 
traditional building process into setting pillars and then fixing modules built in the factory 
atop the pillars. In this way, building times and costs will be greatly reduced. Its high 
adaptability also makes this method applicable to most environments, even in terrains that 
seem very harsh. Best of all, the open space at the bottom of these houses enlarges the 
courtyard without sacrificing interior space. This means the dream of enjoying bigger 
houses and lots at lower prices no longer needs to be realized by having to seek private 
land farther from the existing suburbs. This thesis provides, at the end, a rough design of a 
modular stilt house for an ordinary building site. It is an intuitive example to show how the 
design works, what it will cost, and how adopting it can become a “win-win situation” for 





II. STILT BUILDING IN HISTORY: ORIGIN 
 
Fig. 1. Traditional Western (left) and Eastern (right) Stilt Buildings. Source: Wikipedia.org; Shidi.org. 
 
With the progress of history, human scientific, technological, and cultural values are 
constantly changing, as is the definition of architecture. Thousands of years ago, when 
humanity was still shivering under the power of nature, buildings were one of the most 
powerful tools for them to fight against harsh environments. As one of the most common 
ways of building at that time, the story of stilt building began. 
 
1. The Distribution of Traditional Stilt Building 
A stilt building, as its name implies, is a building on stilts. It is a traditional way of building 
with a long history. The history of stilt building can be traced back thousands of years, and 
it is still being used in modern times. 
 
Traces of ancient stilt building exist around the world. In Europe, the ruins of stilt buildings 




Archaeological excavations in East and Southeast Asia have also proved the existence of 
early stilt buildings. These sites can be traced back to the Neolithic and Bronze Ages.1 
Thus, it seems that our human ancestors from different regions came up with the same 
idea. 
 
Also, the archipelagic areas of northern Oceania and the American continents, especially 
the riverbanks of South America, and even the Arctic permafrost show signs of the 
widespread use of stilt building. Even today, although it is not very common, some parts of 
the world still see the use of this traditional construction method. So, as an unconventional 
way of building, what keeps stilt building alive and widespread? 
 
2. The Functions of Traditional Stilt Building 
The answer is its powerful functionality. Stilt buildings have the following advantages that 






2.1. Avoidance of water damage 
 
Fig. 2. Modern Stilt Buildings on a Texas Beach. Source: Insteading.com. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Stilt Buildings on Water. Source: Wikipedia.org. 
 
Water has always been a fundamental element of human survival. In addition to 
drinking, it also provided fishing and hunting resources for early human beings and 
became a significant factor in farming in the agricultural era. This is why the 
birthplaces of human civilization are usually located close to water. Human beings 




and legends, the gods of water are moody, powerful gods, and even now, floods are 
still the most devastating disaster in the world. 
 
Stilt building is an essential weapon against the “wrath of gods.” Elevated houses 
lessen or prevent flood damage to houses, and help protect people’s personal 
property (Fig. 2). But human “greed” is more than this, some residents at the water’s 
edge use stilt buildings to create more living space. In this way, humans began to 
“snatch” land from water (Fig. 3). Today, stilt buildings are often seen along rivers 
and seashores and in potential flood areas. 
 
2.2. Avoidance of moisture and surface organisms 
 
Fig. 4. Stilt Building in the Wild. Source: Blog.sina.com.cn. 
 
The humid jungle environment is another area where stilt building is very popular. As 
everyone knows, moisture is the enemy of anything stored and of wood products 




environment that is too humid environment is not comfortable for human beings, and 
many diseases come from it. The lower a building’s height, the wetter it is. Obviously 
stilt building is the best way to stay away from damp environments. It also provides 
better ventilation at high elevations, which makes household living in tropical areas 
feel cooler. 
 
Another big headache for people living in the wild is dangerous insects and animals. 
In addition to endangering the health of people, organisms such as termites can 
damage the structure of houses. In such cases, the best choice is to keep the main 
body of the house off the ground. In some areas, this has also become a good way 
to protect grain from rats. 
 
2.3. Provision of an open space with shelter 
 
Fig. 5. Space Underneath a Stilt Building Used for Storage. Source: Blog.sina.com.cn. 
 
In most places, living spaces exist indoors and outdoors. Especially in many 




and raise livestock. The space under a stilt building is such a place. Because of its 
effectiveness for storage, this use is common in East and Southeast Asia. 
 
2.4. Reduction in costs of modifying terrain 
 
Fig. 6. Stilt Buildings on Slope. Source: Pinterest.com. 
 
In some areas with uneven ground, compared with spending time and money 
digging or leveling the ground with earth and stone, using pillars to lift buildings off 
the ground can be an effective alternative to leveling the ground, especially in areas 






2.5. Use as cultural elements 
 
Fig. 7. Traditional Thai Architecture. Source: Wikipedia.org. 
 
After thousands of years of use, stilt buildings have become a cultural element in 
some areas. In this case, the function of the structure itself is no longer important. 
For example, in some countries in Southeast Asia, such as Thailand, Vietnam, and 
Southwest China, even away from the jungle, symbolic buildings like temples still 
use this architectural style. 
 
Because of its regionality and historicity, stilt building has long been regarded as a symbol 
of traditional regional culture. In the early 20th century, however, Le Corbusier, an 




III. STILT BUILDING IN MODERN TIMES: THE PILOTIS 
 
Fig. 8. Le Corbusier, 1887-1965. Source: Pinterest.com. 
 
Le Corbusier, one of the most famous architects, urban planners, and writers in the early 
20th century, was a staunch advocate of modernist architecture. His two most well-known 
concepts in the field of architecture and urban planning are “The Five Points of a Modern 






1. The Five Points of a Modern Architecture and The Radiant City 
 
Fig. 9. The Most Representative Example of The Five Points: Villa Savoye. Source: ArchDaily.com. 
 
“The Five Points of a Modern Architecture” is the concept defined by Corbusier in his book 
Towards New Architecture (Vers Une Architecture) on residential design. These five points 
have been implemented in a series of Corbusier architectural designs and have been the 
symbol of modernist architecture for a long time (Fig. 9). 
 
They are as follows: 
a) The Pilotis (les pilotis): Pillars are used to empty the first floor, so that the main floor is 
off the ground. 
b) The Roof Terrace (le toit-terrasse): Instead of sloping roofs, outdoor spaces such as 
gardens and swimming pools are built on flat roofs. 
c) The Free Plan (le plan libre): Steel or reinforced concrete columns are used instead of 





d) The Ribbon Window (la fenêtre-bandeau): Because the walls are no longer used to 
support the house, windows can be used on the external walls freely and extensively, 
which allows the interior to receive better natural light and have better views. 
e) The Free Facade (la facade libre): Similarly, because steel or reinforced concrete 




Fig. 10. Conception of The Radiant City. Sources: Pinterest.com; ArchDaily.com. 
 
In his book The Radiant City (La Ville Radieuse), Corbusier presented his vision of modern 
urban planning (Fig. 10). In his vision, the following would happen: 
a) The whole city would be divided and planned symmetrically with roads as “grid lines.” 
b) The city would be divided into three independent areas: factory area, living area 
(apartment, school, park, service center, etc.), and functional area (commerce, office, 





c) The motor lanes would be elevated and be completely separated from the pedestrian 
walkways. 
d) Residential apartments and office buildings would be high-rise buildings to reduce the 
area they occupy. 
e) Residential apartments and office buildings would be elevated and afforested. The 
roofs of residential apartments should also be afforested, creating green space for 
residents. 
 
2. The Current State of Corbusier’s Theory 
The modernist architect and his representative “Five Points” had a boom in the world in the 
early and middle 20th century, but, with the fading of this “fanaticism,” people began to 
think about it and question it gradually. The concept of The Radiant City has been criticized 
since its birth. The critics generally believe that Corbusier’s urban planning will make 
citizen's life become model, lose uniqueness and full of alienation. It is cold and 
monotonous, lacks attention to culture, human nature and the concept of "individual." The 
most severe accusation even classified it as an evil fascist thought. But this is unjust 
consequentialism. Indeed, as far as the actual results are concerned, the city planning of 
Corbusier exposes these problems. Anyone who has read La Ville Radieuse should 
understand that Corbusier was eager to save people from the mechanical state in which 
“living is only for work.” He hoped that in this city all people would be healthy and happy. 




eager to pursue a perfect, balanced utopian life and so he neglected human beings, or at 
this stage human beings themselves are imperfect and distinctive. At this time, recklessly 
pursuing absolute perfection is tyranny. 
 
One very interesting thing about “The Five Points of a Modern Architecture” and “The 
Radiant City” is that the approaches incorporate the concept of elevating “the bottom floor 
of a building,” that is, they advocate creating pilotis (stilt) buildings. In fact, although The 
Radiant City was a failure as a whole, because of Corbusier’s great influence on modernist 
architecture, “the pilotis” element exists in many modern buildings today. But in fact, the 
use of elevated first floors in these places has long deviated from Corbusier’s original 
intention of providing a sheltered outdoor green space for residents. Today, the open area 
exists more as a space to lease for commerce (Fig. 11) or parking (Fig. 12) or even just as 
a proof that “this building has modernist elements.” 
 
 











IV. STILT BUILDING IN THE NEAR FUTURE: DOWNTOWN 
As things stand, the deviation from Corbusier’s ideal is not a bad thing: “the pilotis” is 
effective and practical, whether as a “function” or “decoration.” But what cannot be ignored 
is that the “own job” of “the pilotis” is not like this. Corbusier's design and planning failed 
because they were too radical and absolute, but the problems he hoped to solve by 
opening the space at the bottom of buildings were real: the environmental, economic, and 
social problems caused by the expansion of high-density cities and their surrounding 
areas. 
 
Maybe in Corbusier's time, these phenomena are not obvious enough, most people only 
think of them as a kind of “moan and groan without being ill” by those arcadianists. 
However, with the passage of time and economic development, these problems have 
become more distinct and serious. Also, in recent years, due to the consumption of 
resources and environmental pollution, the consciousness of sustainable development has 
gradually awakened, which has made the whole society gradually realize the problems and 
begin to face them seriously. In this context, stilt building, which returns to its own “field,” 





1. The Importance of Urban Greening 
 
Fig. 13. Central Park in New York City. Source: Wikipedia.org. 
 
There is no doubt about the importance of “greening” a city. When one searches on “Urban 
Green Space Coverage and Citizens’ Physical and Mental Health,” a large number of 
articles, with and without data support, come back. Their conclusions are unified: a higher 
urban green rate means healthier citizens and a better social environment. 
 
The role of green space in cities can be roughly summarized as follows2, 3:  
1.1. Physiologically speaking, green space can improve the urban environment. 
As researchers often say, besides absorbing carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen 
through light and action, plants also absorb harmful gases such as sulfur dioxide 
and nitrogen oxides, have obvious filtering effects on dust in the air, and can inhibit 
bacterial content in the air. In short, it is the best deterrent of the urban heat island 
effect and can effectively reduce the urban temperature. Also, the scattered leaves 





1.2. Psychologically speaking, green space can reduce negative emotions. 
Psychological theories are often difficult to find a clear logical explanation, but 
through data statistics, this conclusion can be drawn: green space can reduce 
negative emotions like anxiety, anger, fatigue, and depression. In short, knowing 
and experiencing nature makes us generally happier, healthier people. 
 
1.3. Green space can promote enthusiasm for outdoor sports. 
Green spaces in cities are always the best place for people to rest, especially when 
they are close to where people work or rest, or on the way people pass by. In 
addition to the physical and mental health improvements brought about by the 
existence of green spaces, “walking” in them can effectively improve people’s 
cardiovascular health, reduce the incidence of obesity and diabetes, especially for 
anyone who sits in an office for a long time. This can be said to be recognized as a 
common sense of health today. 
 
1.4. Green space can help health comprehensively. 
The above series of benefits brings about some comprehensive results, such as 
prolonging life expectancy, reducing mortality, and even improving pregnancy 
outcomes. This is also supported by statistical data. 
 




Citizens’ personal health also brings benefits in the macro sense. Data statistics and 
analysis show that because it helps reduce physical and mental pressures and 
enables an increase in outdoor activities, green space has helped reduce 
community crime rates. Green space also beautifies the environment, which 
increases the economic value of a region. Interestingly, a better regional economy in 
turn reduces the crime rate in communities, thus forming a virtuous circle. 
 
2. The Real Greening Status of Downtown 
In the most densely populated commercial and residential areas of most big cities, namely 
their “Downtowns,” greening coverage is usually a big problem. It can seem reassuring to 
look up data on the percentage of urban public green space. Take three representative 
metropolises in the United States, as examples4: 
New York City: 27.0％ 
San Francisco: 13.0％ 





It seems that they all have a large proportion of public green space, but when one opens 
Google Maps and adds the word “downtown” after the city names and searches again, the 
pictures come back like this: 
 
Fig. 14. New York City downtown. Source: Google Maps. 
 
 






Fig. 16. Los Angeles downtown. Source: Google Maps. 
 
It can be seen that the proportion of green areas in the busy part of these cities is small. 
This phenomenon is a regrettable: land prices in these areas are too high, and it is 
basically impossible for them to increase public green space on a large scale. But from the 
perspective of residents, downtown is one of the areas most in need of green space in the 
city. Offices are concentrated there, which come with high psychological pressure, 
sedentary jobs, fewer opportunities for physical activity, and severe environmental pollution 
(especially air and noise) around them. The reality is that, except for a rare number of 
“formal” parks, public green space usually exists only in the “cracks” between two buildings 
or in private, closed or semi-open courtyards located in buildings or on roofs (Fig. 17). This 






Fig. 17. Green Spaces Hidden in a Secluded Place and Indoors. Source: Google Maps; Pinterest.com. 
 
In this case, the concept of “green open space at the bottom" is a worthy consideration. 
Buildings can still be built on the top of the spaces, which eases the conflict between public 
green space and building land occupation. Moreover, compared to green spaces in 
building interiors and on tops of the building, courtyards are more open, have greater 
coherence with external space, and have higher value for public health. 
 
One of the biggest challenges facing “green open space at the bottom" in downtowns is 
that the first floors of buildings in busy areas are usually leased for commerce and thus 
high value. For businesses, using such high-value domains for public spaces is obviously 
inappropriate. At the same time, the failure of The Radiant City is a lesson that urban 




absoluteness of his urban planning. His goal of turning all the underlying space into green 
open space was obviously unrealistic. 
 
So, what if only part of the underlying space is used as green open space? 
 
3. Using Stilt Building to Promote Downtown Greening 
Tomorrow, in the densely populated areas of cities, part of the outdoor greenbelts will be 
broken up into pieces and distributed over the area and the following aspects of such 
buildings should appear more frequently: 
 
a) The bottom floor will be elevated. 
b) On the premise of retaining and sharing the load-bearing pillars, the rental area at the 
bottom will be separated from the office building/apartment structure above. 
c) Scattered green open spaces will be established in the rental area. These open spaces 
can be accessed to the main outdoor space (such as main street and public square) on 
foot. 
d) These green open spaces should be connected and accessible for pedestrians to walk 
from one to another. 
 
At this time, green space and rental areas are no longer two isolated elements but one 




the green space, or there might be several shops built in a public garden covered by a 
huge ceiling. This arrangement is not only beneficial to the physical and mental health of 
residents but also provides a beautiful, comfortable outdoor space for shops to improve 
their commercial business. 
 
The following are two construction schemes that can fulfill the four requirements described 
above. They may not look avant-garde. Some of the elements they use have similarities to 
some existing design schemes, which shows that they already have high feasibility at this 





Scheme 1:  
Rental storefronts will be divided into large or small units, and large curtain walls or large 
landing windows will be used as exterior decorations to increase the permeability of natural 
light. Green open space will be interspersed between each unit. 
 
Fig. 18. Scheme 1 Concept Sketch by author. 
 
 





Scheme 2:  
The green open space will be built on the roof of the rental area, and pedestrian ramps will 
be built to connect the ground and the roof of the leasing area so it can be used by the 
public.  
 
Fig. 20. Scheme 2 Concept Sketch 1 by author. 
 
 





From a macro point of view, in this way outdoor green spaces will spread and become a 
huge network in the area. No matter where people work and live, they can find an outdoor 
green space close to them for rest, relaxation, and exercise. At the same time, although 
motor vehicles still operate based on street grids, the pedestrian movement will no longer 
be restricted by buildings (that is, have to walk around a building from one side to the other 
side). With the help of reasonably planned traffic and overpasses, the flow of people 
blocking the main road will be dispersed into this network, then the urban traffic will also be 
effectively improved. Overall, this way will be a good option to improve the health of 




V. STILT BUILDING IN THE NEAR FUTURE: PRIVATE HOUSING 
 
Fig. 22. Suburb of Las Vegas. Source: Pinterest.com. 
 
Suburban sprawl, also called urban sprawl, refers to the irresistible outward development 
of urban populations that encroaches on rural areas outside of cities, and the formation of 
low-density, single-function communities that usually rely on cars for transportation. The 
hazards of this sprawl include, but are not limited to, destroying wild habitats, covering the 
land with asphalt to build roads and large parking lots, increasing the use of vehicles, which 
causes unnecessary energy consumption and environmental pollution, and a series of 
additional “sequelae” caused by these phenomena.5 
 
Although scientists and environmentalists always emphasize the disadvantages of this 
sprawl, given the attraction of larger houses and yards at lower prices, people cannot be 
prevented from moving to the suburbs. This has been a problem in the United States since 
the end of World War II.6 Today, many laws and codes have been issued to limit the desire 




and codes to achieve this, what if there were a way to expand the courtyard area without 
changing the size of the existing site and the total area of the house. If there were, the 
householders and developers would not have to seek private land farther from the existing 
suburbs, and the suppression of suburban sprawl might be easier to implement. It may 
sound like a fantasy, but turning “the bottom of the building into an open space with shelter” 
happens to be the basic function of stilt building. With this technique, the area originally 
occupied by the house can become a part of the courtyard, and the total area of the 
courtyard will be expanded in disguise. 
 
This seems to be a good idea. So, what is the status of stilt building in the field of modern 
private residential design? 
 
 





In addition to “the pilotis” design being used in some particular environments because of its 
traditional special functions, Corbusier's influence on modern architecture has also 
encouraged its use as a decorative element in many houses designed and built in the 
middle and late 20th century. But after decades of popularity, “the pilotis” design has 
ceased to be “avant-garde” for architects in the 21st century. For most ordinary people, the 
biggest obstacle to popularizing the stilt building in the field of private housing is the cost. 
Stilt building can be considered as building “an extra floor without walls.” It usually requires 
more labor than ordinary buildings, and more money and time. For most ordinary house 
owners, this investment is not worth it. This is the key reason why stilt building is often 
unattractive to the public. 
 
But this problem is not insoluble. A new form of construction, prefab buildings, can be 
integrated with stilt building. Through this integration, stilt building will not only become an 
option for private housing design but also change the cost problem from a limitation to an 
advantage. 
 
1. A Brief Explanation of Prefab Buildings 
A prefabricated, or prefab, building consists of several components or units. These will be 





The practice of prefab building is believed to have originated in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
As functional architecture, it was born to deal with colonial needs. The original colonial 
settlers urgently needed low-cost, easy-to-build, and relatively comfortable housing. Prefab 
building was the answer the architects found. The “Manning cottage” (Fig. 24) is a 
representative example of a prefab building in the colonial era.8  
 
 
Fig. 24. The Manning Cottage. Source: Quonset-hut.blogspot.com/. 
 
Prefab building has also been favored by the military because of its low-cost, convenience, 
and mobility. During the Crimean War of 1855, in response to Florence Nightingale's 
request, the renowned British engineer Isambard Kingdom Brunel designed Renkioi 
Hospital, a prefab building. The advantages of its rapid construction and good sanitation 
enable the wounded soldiers suffering from local diseases to be treated quickly and safely, 
helped reduce their mortality rate from 42% to 3.5%.9 In the mid-20th century, in addition to 
providing large-scale accommodations for military personnel during the war, prefab 






Fig. 25. Modern Prefab Building: No Longer “a Simple and Ugly Box.” Source: Inhabitat.com. 
 
In recent decades, prefab buildings have got people’s attention again. Prefab building once 
existed solely for its functionality. Although it had the advantages of fast construction and 
low cost, its appearance was seldom carefully designed. Many people today still regard 
these buildings as “a simple and ugly box designed for the poor.” However, some architects 
have realized that prefab units can be used as the basic structure of building space and 
then combined with decorative panels and roofs. Thus, prefab buildings can be easily 
transformed into any architectural style required by the user (Fig. 25). 
 
Prefab building as a new and highly adaptable building method has been gradually 
accepted in many places. It has good competitiveness in the market due to the following 






 Mature technology 
The technology of prefab architecture is already mature. Many designers on the US 
East Coast are interested in prefab houses and are trying to produce beautiful modern 
homes for residents using this form. And, of course, everyone knows that the more 
mature a technology is, the lower its cost. 
 
 Batch purchasing and processing 
Prefab building’s material procurement and construction is no longer limited to “on the 
site.” Bulk purchase of materials will reduce costs; volume production will greatly 
reduce material waste and control production pollution. It also reduces noise at 
construction sites more effectively. 
 
 Fast assembly 
Quick construction is a great advantage of prefab building. First of all, The different 
parts of a prefab building are built separately in the factory and on the site at the same 
time, which makes it more efficient than ordinary buildings by 30 to 50%. At the same 
time, because 60 to 90% of the “heavyweight” jobs can be completed in a closed 
environment, the chances of a building process being disturbed by a site’s weather and 
environment are much less. For example, from order to move-in for a prefab house is 





 High quality 
Although prefab buildings are made up of multiple components, their strength is not 
inferior to that of ordinary buildings. Here is a very convincing example. After the 1992 
Category 5 hurricane in Dade County, Florida, the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) noticed that the structural damage to wood-frame modular houses was 
minimal because the fixing between modules was based on their frames. These frames 
form the main structure of those modular houses, and made them stronger than 
conventional buildings that use integral, large-scale frames.11 
 
Also, since prefab modules are built in a factory, their materials, installation, and 
storage are not affected by environmental pressures. The inspections and maintenance 
completed in the factory can implement industrial standards. These factors make the 
quality of prefab buildings better. 
 
 Simple transportation 
Different building materials no longer need to be transported to construction sites 







 High energy efficiency 
Similarly, because most processes are completed in factories, in addition to reducing 
material waste, the recycling, sorting, storage, and reuse of construction waste will be 
more efficient than in ordinary outdoor fieldwork. 
 
Moreover, the quality of components completed in the factory is higher, so the matching 
degree between structures is higher, and the energy leakage is less. In addition, energy 
facilities (such as heating and cooling) and related energy-saving facilities can be 
planned and purchased in a unified way, which results in better quality and higher 
synergy. 
 
Prefab building’s mature technology, batch purchasing and production, reduction in field 
work, faster construction speed, better quality, simpler transportation requirements, and 
higher energy efficiency have all reduced the cost of building. Thus, the prefab building is 
cheaper than traditional housing construction. Moreover, if users have extra needs, they 
can satisfy them by investing more money in their prefab building. 
 
If these reasons are not enough to give people a definite understanding of the benefits of 
prefab building, just look back at how a conventional house is constructed. 
 




materials from everywhere and ship them to the construction site in batches. The builders 
began to work on the site, creating a lot of building waste and noise. When it rains, the 
builders have to stop working and any unused building materials get exposed to the 
rainwater. In the end, it may take seven months to finish a house. This is an average 
construction cycle for a single-family dwelling. Without considering other factors, such as 
the schedules of builders, a traditional house will take three months longer to complete 
than a prefab house. 
 
The data also indicate that the cost of prefab houses is usually lower than that of traditional 
houses—about 10 to 20% less is a reliable estimate.13,14,15 Also, financing is available for 
prefab houses. These reasons make prefab building a good choice for constructing a small 
or medium-sized building. 
 
2. Modular Housing + Stilt Building = Sweet Home 
Most prefab structures are manufactured in factories and assembled quickly at the site. 
This is the biggest feature of prefab building. The prefab approach also is a breakthrough 
in addressing the problem of stilt building incurring additional costs. When prefab building, 
especially the building of modular housing, is combined with stilt building (I will call the 
result modular stilt housing), the stilt house construction process becomes as follows: 
 




Step 2: At the same time, fabricate prefab modules in factory. 
Step 3: The prefab modules are hoisted and secured to the top of the supporting 
columns. 
 
For a conventional house, the steps are as follows: 
 
2.1. The first step in conventional house construction involves laying the foundation. At 
present, the most common foundation costs are as follows: 
 











Average Total Cost $4.5K-12K $7K-21K $8K-15K $8K-21K $10K-175K 
Average Price Per 
Square Foot 
$4 $5 $5 $7 $18 
 
For a modular stilt house, the house pillars are built as “Pier and Beam.” The cost of 
development with this method is moderate in the five ways above and far below the 
price of pouring a basement foundation. 
 
As for equipment normally stored in basements, it can now be placed at ground 




panels, or fence without additional thermal insulation measures. Obviously, the 
costs for these additions is still less than the high cost of basement construction. 
 
2.2. Step two and step three above are the key reasons for changing everything. Prefab 
modules are built in a factory, which makes the cost of putting living spaces up in the 
air exactly the same as living spaces on the ground, no matter how high they are 
elevated. With mechanical assistance, the lifting process can be completed in a few 
days or even a few hours, and the labor cost is basically the same as installing 
prefab modules on a foundation. 
 
Generally speaking, the cost of building a modular stilt house is almost the same as that of 
building a conventional modular house without a basement. And, as mentioned earlier, the 
total cost of a prefab house is usually about 10 to 20% lower than that of the conventional 
house on average.11 This means that the cost of building a modular stilt house would be 
similar or even cheaper than a conventional house. In this way, the maximum limit to using 
stilt building—the cost problem—has been solved. 




3. Brief Case Study: A Modular Stilt House on an Ordinary Building Site 
This brief case study will help readers understand more easily what a modular stilt house 
looks like, how it is built, and how much it will cost. 
 
3.1. To show the universality of this construction method, a fictional, common residential 
site is chosen. It is called “common” because the building conditions are based on 
the data from the US Census Department: 
 
 The house will sit on a site with ordinary soil and a certain slope: 
Area: 180 ft X 80 ft = 14400 SF 
 The height difference between the site’s high and the low points is 7 ft. 
 This house will be built for an average ordinary family: a middle-income couple, 
two children. 
 Indoor space area and room quantity demand: 





3.2. Design Concept and Sheets: 
According to the industry standard for modular housing, the size limit for a single 
module should be as follows: 
W: Typically 12 ft, 13 ft, or 13 ft 9 inches 
L: No more than 60 to 72 ft; this is based on the limits of the road. 
H: No more than 11 ft10 
 
Fig. 26. Maximum Length, Width, and Height of Each Module. Source: The Modular Home. 
 
According to the New York zoning code, from R-1 to R-4, the maximum building 
height is 35 ft. Considering the need to set aside enough height under the house 
for parking and human activities and the additional height required for the roof 





Based on this analysis, the design adapts the ranch style, which is common in the 
United States. The main body of the house is composed of three 36 ft x 12 ft x 11 ft 
modules. The house has two entrances, one leading to the front yard and the other 
to the back yard. 
 
The whole house is supported by a frame of W8x24 structural steel. Fourteen of 
the steel are used as structural columns, and piles will act as anchors beneath 
them. The mechanical room is the only indoor space at ground level. The room is 
formed by the frame made of structural steel, and the wall is constructed of 
concrete masonry unit with cheap insulation inside. 
 
 























Isometric explosion (by author): 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   





3.3. Renderings (by author): 
 
 
Fig. 28. Front yard (sunny day) 
 
 








Fig. 30. Bottom space (rainy day) 
 
 





3.4. Installation process: 
 Fabricate prefab modules in factory: 
 
 
Fig. 32. Modules in factory. Source: ExpressModular.com. 
 
Three modules are made in the factory. The excellent working and storage 
environment makes the module production process fast and high quality. 
 
According to the most popular module production technology at present, the stubs 
of the exterior wall usually use 2x4 wood with 3/8" thick wallboards and exterior 
decorative panels. The exterior wall’s overall thickness is about 4-1/2". Likewise, 
because of the 2x6 wood and 3/4" subflooring used, the overall thickness of the 
floor is about 8". The roofs and modules have been integrated since they were 
manufactured. To reduce the height restriction during transportation, the roof is 





In the factory, along with the module blanks, the floor and wall decoration and 
wiring and the installation of equipment like electrical appliances, plumbing fixtures, 
and the entire kitchen are completed before the module leaves the factory. 
 
 
Fig. 33. Module Roof and Wall Structures. Source: The Modular Home. 
 
 At the same time as the modules are being constructed, the supporting columns 
are being installed on the site: 
After a relatively simple cleaning of the site, according to the description of the 
construction sheets, drill and pile on the site, and then the steel columns are 
installed on the piles. Other on-site work, such as the laying of driving lanes and 






Fig. 34. Pile Section at Bottom of Steel Column, drawn by author. 
 
 Module transportation: 
The completed modules are placed on the steel frame with wheels and then 
transported to the site. Before transportation and even module production, it is 
necessary to examine the road conditions and the various cargo size limitations for 
the transportation route. 
 
 






 Hoisting and fixing: 
Finally, the modules are hoisted up and secured to the tops of the steel columns. At 
this point, the modular stilt house is basically complete. 
 
 
Fig. 36. Crane Hoisting Module. Source: YouTube.com. 
 
3.5. Construction cost estimate: 
Undoubtedly, for an ordinary homeowner, the housing price is always the most 
important part aspect to consider when building a house. To obtain a more convincing 
answer to the price advantage of modular still house, this part presents two different 
calculation methods to compare the price gap between the modular stilt house in this 







The biggest design difference between a modular stilt house and a typical modular 
house is that the modular stilt house uses load-bearing pillars. As Table 1 shows, the 
cost of building pillar foundations is about $5/SF × 1,700SF = $8,500. When compared 
to the foundation price shown in Table 2, this represents a savings of about $4,500. 
 
In his book The Modular Home, Andrew Gianino provides a list of what facilities a 
modular house could have under different budgets. When the price reaches $126/SF, 
the householder can basically meet the usual needs, but this calculation is based on a 
two-story house (see Table 3). A one-story ranch style house will cost $5,000 more 
than the former (see Table 2). After excluding the garage costs of $20,000 and the 
$4,500 difference between Basement and Pier and Beam, the total cost for the 






Table 2. Price: 1-Story vs. 2-Story. Source: The Modular Home.
 
 





 Calculation 2: 
The “Finished Price”: the website MoneyCrasher11 and ModularHomeowners19 give 
the same results: The “Finished Price” of a modular house, excluding the costs for land 
(taxes and fees), utility construction, and external contacts (private lanes, landscapes, 
porches, etc.), is an average of $110/SF. 
 
 
Fig. 37. The Finished Price. Source: ModularHomeowners.com. 
 
Based on the conclusions drawn above, the foundation cost of $8,500 is about the 
same as most prices shown in Table 1 and is undoubtedly lower than the cost of 
building a basement ($10K-175K). So, one can conclude that the “Final Price” of a 






















$1,250 $11,500 $0 $7,500 $2,750 $210,000 
 
In summary, the results from the two calculations of the cost of the modular stilt house 
are $195,000 and $210,000. 
 
According to Zillow's statistics, the purchase price of a traditional private house is 
roughly $150/SF.20 So, for a traditional house of the same size, its price is about 
 
$150/SF x 1,700SF = $255,000 
 
The cost of a modular stilt house, then, is about 80% of a typical traditional house’s 
cost. This leaves a gap of about $50,000 between them. Even if some piecemeal expenses 
are not included in the above calculation, this gap remains. Obviously, this result is 




4. Competitiveness of Modular Stilt Housing 
Once the fatal weakness of cost has been addressed, it can be said that modular stilt 
housing will become one of the universal options of private housing design. Of course, 
besides cost, the modular construction has some unique advantages over other traditional 




Fig. 38. “Triple Bottom Line (TBL),” drawn by author. 
 
Sustainable architectural design does not attempt to achieve extreme “green” and ignore 
other concerns. Rather, it strives to meet the real needs of users by achieving a balance 
between environmental protection, costs, and the well-being of humans and society. That 
is why environmental, economic, and social factors, often called the "Triple Bottom Line 
(TBL),” form the foundation of sustainable design. I analyze these three characteristics for 






4.1. Economic advantages 
 Low cost: 
There are many reasons for the low cost of a modular stilt house, which is one of its 
most attractive features: 
 
Construction: The starting cost of a modular stilt house is relatively inexpensive. As 
the calculations above demonstrated, for a middle-income family, building a 
modular-stilt house will cost about 20% less than building a traditional house. 
 
Site modification: Although conventional treatment of the surface layer is still 
necessary, a large-scale topographic modification needed to obtain a flat building 
floor can be avoided. If needed, pillars of different heights can be used to create a 
flat “building pad” (Fig. 39). Moreover, for some users, retaining the natural features 
of the site is exactly what they want, which further reduces the cost of site 
consolidation. 
 
   





Operating: The modular stilt house modules are built in a factory. This means that 
the module materials, storage, and installation are not affected by environmental 
pressures, that inspection and maintenance can be done at all stages to meet 
industry standards, that matching degree between structures is higher and the 
energy leakage less, that energy-saving and renewable energy facilities can be 
planned and purchased in a unified way, which results in better quality and higher 
synergy. These factors improve the overall energy efficiency, and this efficiency 
directly leads to a reduction in the modular stilt house’s operating costs. 
 
Maintenance: As mentioned earlier, a high-quality house translates to slower 
routine wear and tear and less damage in harsh environments and severe weather. 
(As mentioned before, after the 1992 Category 5 hurricane in Dade County, Florida, 
FEMA noticed that the structural damage to modular houses was minimal.11) In 
addition, because the equipment storage room is on the ground and the first floor is 
suspended, the maintenance of a modular stilt house’s pipelines is much easier 
than maintaining pipes buried under a floor or the basement. So, this provides a 
maintenance cost saving. 





 Available financing: 
Financing is the best way for most homeowners to afford the substantial cost of  
new housing construction. The good news is, like traditional housing, financing for 
modular stilt housing is available. Thus, potential homeowners do not need to worry 
about having to pay the price in one lump sum.21 
 
 Strong price elasticity: 
With the modular building method, a modular stilt house can minimize construction 
costs but also can be a luxurious space. In fact, modular architecture has been 










4.2. Environmental advantages 
 
 Curb suburban sprawl: 
In addition to the advantages of “open space at the bottom of the house” mentioned 
earlier, as one of the most basic functions of stilt building, the modular stilt house's 
high adaptability to terrain offers more options for sites that can be used to build 
houses. It can enable many sites that were previously judged unsuitable for 
building (or too expensive to build)—for example, a variety of high-slope terrains 
and near water areas. Interestingly, such unique landscapes will become an 
important factor in attracting house-owners. The more people who choose to build 
houses on sites that used to be difficult to use, the more intensive the land use in 
the suburbs of the city can be, and thus, suburban sprawl can be restrained to a 
certain extent. Perhaps because of this benefit, the local government will open 
more land options to house-owners who choose to build modular stilt houses on 
formerly “useless sites.” It might even provide additional benefits such as economic 





Fig. 41. Terrain Is Not a Problem for a Modular Stilt House. Source: Pinterest.com. 
 
 Reduce soil damage: 
 
 
Fig. 42. Eco-System in Shallow Soil. Source: Scientists Warning.org 
 




lawn is an important part of the ecosphere. Biology in shallow soil is an essential 
component of the surface and underground ecological cycle (Fig. 42). However, 
some of the most common shallow soil developments in suburban housing, such 
as basement and foundation development, are compressing this living space. The 
underground walls isolate the space inside and outside the walls entirely, 
significantly reducing the range of activities of organisms in shallow soil. Simply put, 
humans drive the original inhabitants of underground soil out of their homes and 
settle in by themselves. The sequelae of these damages may not appear in the 
short term, but the destruction of the ecological cycle will lead to a decline in the 
self-recovery ability of the natural environment. “Hidden diseases (for example, the 
deposition of heavy metals and other toxins)” will accumulate deeper and deeper, 
eventually causing irreversible damage to the land. 
 
 
Fig. 43. A Modular Stilt House’s Ground Floor Opened for Different Functions. Source: Houzz.com; 
Pinterest.com. 
 




floor of the house provides space for use. The most common use of basements is 
for the mechanical room and storage. For a modular stilt house, those underground 
spaces are no longer needed because they can be placed on the ground floor. This 
directly avoids the development of basement space. 
 
 
Fig. 44. “Strip” Foundation vs. “Point” Foundation, drawn by author. 
 
Another common type of shallow soil development involves the construction of 
foundations. A building’s load-bearing walls are always fixed on land. The first step 
to building walls is to dig up the soil and lay the foundation. Especially with the 
construction of external walls, the foundations of some buildings use strip 
distributions rather than point distributions (Fig. 44). The strip foundation and the 
wall above it will completely cut the soil below the building away from the outside 
soil space, seriously interfering with the activities of organisms in the shallow soil. 
 
Modular stilt housing can avoid this problem. For a modular stilt house, two kinds of 
construction methods for the foundation can be chosen. One is to use the same 




order not to obstruct the open space on the first floor, the spacing between columns 
is usually very large. Considering the lesser weight of modules and cost savings, 
the foundation will often adopt a lattice form, that is, it will occupy just the small 
spaces under each column. This method does not separate the underground soil 
from the outside as the strip foundation does (Fig. 44). Thus, the damage to the 
shallow soil environment caused by construction development will be greatly 
reduced. 
 
 Healthy Construction and Recovery: 
In the LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) standards, there 
are detailed regulations for waste disposal and recycling, both of which are 
important for sustainable construction. Because the modules are completed in the 
factory and the site work is greatly reduced, the pollution and waste generated by 
the building process are effectively controlled. The waste management and 
recycling after construction are also more systematic. 
 
 Long life-cycle: 
As mentioned earlier, generally speaking, a modular house is of better quality than 
an ordinary house, which usually translates to a longer life span. Moreover, if the 
house’s main body is damaged, instead of completely demolishing the house, a 




economic conditions change and family members grow, they can upgrade their 
existing homes by buying new modules (Fig. 45).22 In any case, a longer life cycle 
will effectively reduce the manufacturing of new houses, as well as the consequent 
resource consumption and pollution. 
 
 
Fig. 45. House Grows with its Owners. Source: BuilderOnline.com. 
 
 High energy efficiency: 
It is common sense that high energy efficiency saves money and reduces the 
energy demand for manufacturing, which in turn reduces resource consumption 






4.3. Social advantages (human well-being) 
 Short construction period: 
As mentioned before, the average construction time for a traditional house is about 
seven months, while a modular house usually takes only four months. The addition 
of stilt building does not make the latter more difficult to build. In addition to saving 
on worker costs, house-owners can spend fewer months worrying about the 
construction. 
 
 High quality of the house: 
Speaking of high quality, people associate it with security. Good safety is always a 
precondition for a qualified building, and high-quality housing will be an important 
guarantee for household safety. Also, high quality means less maintenance, which 
means lower costs and fewer worries. For a traditional homeowner, is there 
anything worse than breaking a pipe today and having to split a wall or floor 
tomorrow? 
 
 Comfortable indoor environment: 
As the most basic function of a stilt house, it is especially effective making a humid 
environment more bearable and in keeping creatures of all sorts from entering. By 
raising the main body of the house off the ground, the indoor environment is 




organisms to enter the building. Also, given the excellent ventilation under the 
building and the excellent airtightness of the house itself, the influence of surface 
moisture indoors will be greatly reduced. 
 
 The low threat from natural disasters: 
This is another basic advantage to a stilt building. In flood-prone areas, a stilt house 
will relieve house-owners of most worries about flood damage to their furniture or 
possessions. Also, the high structural strength of a modular house will provide a 
safer environment for house-owners in many natural disasters. Of course, if users 
want their house to be, say, tornado- or hurricane-resistant, they can opt to pay to 
construct such a specialized houses and/or additional shelters. 
 
 Provide open space with shelter: 
For many households, especially those in mild, rainy climates, having a sheltered 
outdoor space that is almost free of charge is very attractive. In addition to a “free 
parking shed,” there are many other interesting uses waiting to be discovered for 
this space (Fig. 46). All of them give people more opportunities to get outside rather 






Fig. 46. Sheltered Open Spaces: Simple vs. Luxury. Source: Pinterest.com. 
 
These advantages make modular stilt building a very competitive technique that can be 
used in most areas. In such houses, one can live in a beautiful, comfortable space for a low 
price and help save the planet. Why not do it? 
 
5. The Weakness of The Modular Stilt Housing 
Given its highly adaptable building method and other advantages, modular stilt housing is 
an attractive option. However, this does not mean that this housing performs well under all 
conditions. 
 
First, modular stilt housing is not friendly to people with mobility problems. The elevated 
bottom floor means that stairs must be used to enter the house, which can be a nightmare 




expensive option. Obviously, modular stilt housing is not a worthwhile choice in this 
instance. 
 
Moreover, compared to conventional houses, high-quality houses have a high level of 
indoor space tightness, and while their integrated design creates certain energy-saving 
advantages, modular stilt houses are not designed specifically for energy conservation. In 
contrast, while basements can be damp and lack natural light, the soil around them gives 
them natural insulation, making it suitable for storage and for dealing with extreme 
temperatures. Although green roofs create a relatively isolated open area and increase 
building weight, they also can play an important role in heat and water recovery. In short, in 
some specific environments, some targeted designs better meet specific requirements 






The starting point of this research was to find new possibilities for stilt building to 
reinvigorate its original function, that is, solving environmental, economic, and social 
problems caused by the expansion of high-density cities and their surrounding areas. With 
an understanding of Corbusier's architectural and urban planning concepts and of prefab 
buildings, two possibilities have emerged that may change the field of urban and private 
housing in the near future. First, while retaining high value for rental areas, networks 
composed of “fragments” of open green space can create a healthier life, more convenient 
access and a more beautiful and valuable city for urban residents. In turn, modular stilt 
housing will provide a new, attractive option that can be widely used for private households 
given its faster construction, higher quality, greater adaptability and comfort, and creation 
of a free sheltered outdoor space and that, incidentally, it can contribute to restraining 
suburban expansion and protecting the environment. 
 
These two possibilities are still in development. The conclusions of this research may be 
considered too idealistic in the future or may be replaced by more reasonable methods, but 
whether they are right or wrong, I hope they can bring some inspiration to researchers 
exploring the same path. Not only the conclusions from this research but also the ways in 
which to draw inspiration from The Radiant City. After all, the factors behind wrong ideas 
are not necessarily all wrong. After eliminating the wrong ideas, further research in this 
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